
 

AI has 'huge potential' in infection control, as
long as the right questions are asked and
safeguards are in place
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A new research review to be given at a pre-congress day for this year's
European Congress of Clinical Microbiology and Infectious Diseases
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(ECCMID 2024) will look at the many ways artificial intelligence can
help prevent infectious disease outbreaks including ensuring staff wear
personal protective equipment correctly and managing day-to-day
hospital activities such as medication prescription and cleaning.

The presentation will be given by Prof Richard Drew, Rotunda Hospital
and CHI at Temple St, Irish Meningitis and Sepsis Reference Laboratory
and the Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland, Dublin, Ireland.

"Artificial intelligence is a rapidly developing area with huge potential
for cost savings, but also wasting money," explains Prof Drew. "The key
is to identify problems in your own institution that AI can help analyze
and then fix. For example, can we ensure staff are wearing face masks
properly? How do we keep the air/environment clean? When should we
switch from intravenous to oral antibiotic therapy for individual
patients?"

For the face masks example, Prof Drew will refer to a review paper by
Rahaf Alturki and colleagues published in Frontiers in Public Health in
2022, where researchers reviewed how AI was used to both identify
firstly if a mask was being worn at all, and secondly if it had been fitted
properly.

This review paper analyzed more than 30 papers on the use of facial
recognition AI technology to assess if staff were wearing masks
correctly, concluding AI performs very well in identifying correct mask
wearing in general. "However, even though AI technology successfully
identified correct mask wearing, we must be careful that staff do not
find such monitoring too intrusive," says Prof Drew.

He will also look how AI has evolved cleaning in hospitals from
traditional manual scrubbing of all corners of the hospital to intelligent
robots that know where to focus their cleaning. Robots are, with the
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assistance of AI, able to monitor the environment and air quality in real
time, and then target cleaning where needed.

Recent advances in big data analytics have allowed for research groups
from the U.K. to analyze data from thousands of admissions to help
identify when it is optimal to switch from IV antibiotics to oral
antibiotics. Prof Drew explains, "Although this technology will not
replace medical experience, it is a tool that could streamline
antimicrobial stewardship rounds to focus in on patients who are suitable
for oral switch, thus saving staff time and improving patient care."

In summary, Professor Drew will say the key to successful AI use in 
infection control is to first identify what problems your institution has
and then see if AI can provide a solution. He says, "We should look to
offload repetitive tasks to AI systems such as environmental cleaning
and mask compliance auditing. AI can also offer significant
opportunities in terms of big data analytics of certain patient groups.

"However, we have to ensure that staff engage with AI developments,
and do not feel overwhelmed with the data outputs or consider AI
monitoring systems as too intrusive on their personal freedom. It is
important too that health systems still appreciate that infection
prevention and control (IPC) practitioners are always needed to spot new
or emerging problems, identify cultural aspects of IPC, and ensure
appropriate communication with other staff."
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